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What do you see?
A laughing bumblebee?
A dancing ballerina?
A flying bird?

Susan Stockdale fell in love

No, it’s a flower—
                  a real flower!

with flowers as a child growing up
in tropical Miami. Their intricate
patterns and brilliant colors dazzled

W

ith rhythmic, rhyming text

and fascinated her. They also

and beautifully patterned

influenced her development as an

paintings, award-winning author

artist, first as a textile designer for

and illustrator Susan Stockdale

the apparel industry and now as

introduces readers to seventeen

the author and illustrator of award-

fantastic flowers that resemble all

winning picture books that celebrate

kinds of things.

nature. Her books, including
Spectacular Spots, Stripes of All Types,
Bring On the Birds, and Fabulous
Fishes, have been recognized by
the American Library Association,
Parents’ Choice, and the National
Science Teachers Association,
among others. Susan lives in
Maryland with her husband, and is
a popular speaker at schools and
conferences. And she is still dazzled

Budding botanists will delight in how

What do you see?
A parrot? A ballerina? A monkey?

much the flowers look like upsidedown pants, prickly pineapples, or
even tiny babies!

Seventeen fantastic flowers
come to life in Susan Stockdale’s
stunning new book.

They will learn what a flower is
and how it’s pollinated, and can
compare and contrast the whimsical
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images of the flowers to photos
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of them.

by flowers.
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Flowers in shapes that surprise and delight.
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Upside-down pants,
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a parrot in flight.
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Prim ballerinas,
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wild baboons.
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